For further information contact:
Louise Baxter: louise.baxter@ha1bid.co.uk Telephone: 020 8863 9933
www.ha1bid.co.uk/home/bid-renewal
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Foreword
Welcome to your Business Plan for the renewal of the Harrow Business Improvement
District (BID). Here we will explain what you as a local business need to know about
our second five-year mandate to keep improving the local commercial environment
for Harrow town.
In an increasingly competitive environment the need for Harrow to manage itself as a place has never been greater.
Even more so given the current economic pressures. Formal partnerships, and more specifically Business Improvement
Districts, can provide effective organisational models which bring together the business community, both occupiers and
owners, and the public authorities, to work together for the benefit of defined locations.
Harrow BID’s five-year term began on 1st April 2014 after a successful ballot of local businesses. With 204 current members,
the purpose of the BID is to invest in the future of the town centre and to champion the interests of its businesses by giving
them a stronger, collective voice.
Since its inception the BID has provided a town centre management function and invested in street cleansing,
addressing anti-social behaviour, promoting the area, and investing in light touch but highly visible public realm
improvements, as well as markets, entertainment and the annual festive lights and accompanying switch on events.
During 2018 we have undertaken a business engagement programme to understand better the views of business in Harrow
and in particular where improvements could be made to improve the commerciality of the town centre. Your feedback has
helped to inform this plan for the next five years.
Our ongoing aim is to embrace the business community behind a shared vision for Harrow.
A vision to help provide leverage, new investment, profile, promotional and operational activity, sustainability, scale and budget.
Now is the time to maintain and protect what makes Harrow a great place to be; now is the time for the Harrow BID to
sustain itself for a further five years, develop its work with partners and ensure business benefits from a vibrant and
commercially successful destination of choice.

LOUISE BAXTER
Harrow Town Centre BID Manager
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Business
Improvement
Districts

A Business Improvement District is a business-led and
business-funded body formed to improve a specific
commercial area. They are created through a ballot process
to deliver additional services to local businesses. They
represent the interests of a defined group of constituents
which operate in a particular business district.
Approaching 300 Business Improvement Districts have
been established in the UK with a total investment of over
£130m – investment which is directed by business towards
the issues that affect them most. There are currently over
50 Business Improvement Districts in London.
BIDs are a mechanism by which businesses get together
to carry out improvements in projects and services and
raise the profile of a defined geographical area;
BIDs are directly funded by the businesses who fall
within the area boundary;
BID businesses pay an annual levy over a maximum
period of 5 years to carry out the improvements;
BIDs are voted on by the businesses who are subject to
the levy. It is they who decide if they want the initiative
to go ahead;
The Harrow BID will raise c£350,000 per year, c£2m
million over 5 years;
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In order for a BID to be established, a ballot of all
eligible businesses in the BID area is held. For the ballot
to be successful, the following conditions must be met;
•

Over 50% of businesses that vote must vote in
favour of the BID;

•

Of businesses that vote those voting YES must
represent over 50% of total rateable value;

•

Each hereditament (premises paying business rates)
will have 1 vote.

Towns and cities competing with Harrow have either
already in place or are considering the establishment
of a BID;
The success rate for 472 ballots and renewal ballots
across the UK and Ireland since their inception in 2005
is 93%, with a total of 438 successful ballots and
re-ballots (British BIDs survey 2017).
79,000 businesses are BID members across the UK
£99m investment directly into local communities
£30m additional inward investment leveraged

5 Years of Success
A VIBRANT
TOWN CENTRE
A DEDICATED TEAM
REPRESENTING THE
BUSINESS COMMUNITY

LOW VACANCY RATES
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
FOR VISITORS AND
WORKERS

A NEW LOOK
TO ST ANN’S ROAD

DEVELOPMENT OF
‘HARROW AGAINST
BUSINESS CRIME’

INCREASING FOOTFALL
AND DWELL TIME

REDUCING LEVELS OF
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
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Business
Feedback
Harrow Town Partnership has spoken to its members during
2018. The purpose of this engagement is to better understand
business views towards Harrow, the role of the BID and to
identify the projects which are important to local traders and
offices.
The business engagement undertaken provided the following
feedback helping to indentify a number of common themes
which will guide the next five-year Business Plan.
Increase the level of footfall within the town
Increase dwell time and develop the evening economy
Draw together the different components of the town
centre to provide one compelling offer
Reduce the level of crime and anti-social behaviour
Provide a collective voice and represent the business
community on matters that count
Help facilitate the economic development of Harrow and
respond to the increasingly competitive forces in
neighbouring centres

What happens if the BID
is not renewed
If there is a NO vote we will not have the resource to fund the
activities outlined in this plan or indeed those undertaken for
the past five years. Further public sector cuts and reduced
spending are part of every UK city and town’s challenge. A
YES vote opens the door for the private and public sector to
work together with a meaningful resource that can make
change and ongoing development happen – SO MAKE THE
BEST OF WHAT WE HAVE ALREADY AND INVEST IN
IMPROVEMENTS.

What will the town
centre lose?
The BID team
Ambassador services

Like Harrow, other towns and cities have already benefited
from a BID and businesses have taken that step to invest in
their own future and are now reaping the rewards with
increased footfall and improved services.

Business support

Renewing the Harrow BID is about making the town centre
better for those living here as well as those visiting. A NO
vote takes away any choice we may have and will leave
Harrow trailing behind – CAN WE LET THAT HAPPEN?

Christmas lights

The marketing and events programme
Town markets and greening initiatives
‘Harrow Against Business Crime’
£87,000 in additional council cleansing services
Leadership & influence
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Moving
Forward

Our
Vision

Our
Objectives

AS A DESTINATION OF CHOICE TO MAINTAIN
HARROW AS A PROSPEROUS AND VIBRANT PLACE
TO VISIT, SHOP AND DO BUSINESS.

A COLLECTIVE VOICE:

CLEAN AND SAFE:

to present shared views on working, visiting and living in Harrow
to local authorities and to other partners we work with.

to coordinate and provide adddionality to services provided
in the town to improve their value, impact and efficiency for
business and visitors .

MARKETING AND
PROMOTION:
to achieve clear messages and economies of scale in
publicising Harrow to visitors, residents, workers and investors.

SUPPORTING THE
OFFICE, LEISURE AND
RETAIL COMMUNITY:

BUSINESS INSIGHT:

to ensure that all contributors to the Harrow BID have access
to its resources and support.

to develop and share information and knowledge on
‘what works’ for successful business and community
activities in Harrow.

SUSTAINABILITY:
to enable economic and community activity in Harrow to
develop while reducing its local and wider environmental impact.
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A Collective Voice for the
Harrow Local Business Community
The Harrow BID will provide independent business leadership
and position itself as the representative and authoritative
voice on issues relating to the Harrow BID Area. A leadership
and advocacy programme will focus on the role the Harrow
BID will play in the broader strategic context and the
relationships and activities it engages to influence on-going
economic development. It will provide businesses with an
influential voice to stimulate change where necessary,
resolve challenges and take advantage of opportunities. The
Harrow BID will work in partnership with and lobby local
government to help support our business community to grow
and flourish in Harrow. The Harrow BID will compliment
Harrow Council’s Economic Strategy.

The Harrow BID will maintain a strong relationship with
public agencies and property owners to encourage greater
investment in the Harrow BID area.

Work will focus on maintaining the BID area as a destination
of choice which is accessible, well managed and
communicated, and attracts high levels of satisfaction from
both businesses locating in the area and those choosing to
work in Harrow. The Harrow BID will help ensure that a
quality trading environment is maintained and play a role in
stimulating on-going investment. The Harrow BID will be
aware of considerable investment being made by nearby
business areas including Watford and Westfield and make
every effort to ensure Harrow remains competitive. Harrow
BID will help to maintain confidence in Harrow by talking up
the town, its economic performance and overall potential. It
will seek to attract new and exciting businesses and in
particular independent traders that are increasingly faced
with difficult economic conditions.

A well-informed district – channels of communication will be
developed to ensure the effective transfer of information to
and between visitors, the business community, public
agencies and those that work and live in Harrow. This will
include business briefings, online communication,
information guides and general literature.

Representing business and providing advocacy on
important issues:
Destination marketing
Stimulating the evening economy
Improving the quality of public space
Reducing the level of crime and anti-social behaviour

Engaging with the wider community and those that work and
live in the area will be an important part of the Harrow BID’s
strategy to help deliver an improved sense of place for all to
enjoy and benefit. The Harrow BID will communicate regularly
with the local community to understand the views of residents
and local stakeholders. It will work with charitable and
community groups to provide support and assistance where
possible and provide a conduit with business.

HARROW TOWN CENTRE
HAS IMPROVED OVER THE LAST
FIVE YEARS. THE BID HAVE
WORKED WELL WITH THE LOCAL
COUNCIL, POLICE AND OTHER
AGENCIES TO BRING BUSINESS
ISSUES TO THE FOREFRONT.
LOSING THE BID WOULD MEAN
LOSING OUR VOICE.
Paul Ellis
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Manager | Skipton Building Society
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Lyon Square
Development
Harrow Council has secured funding from the Greater
London Authority to create a public square at Lyon Road to
provide a civic space for congregation and activity in
preparation for the c400 new homes being built in the area.
The new Square will be multi-functional, providing
opportunities for events, markets, food stalls and a place to
relax or play. It will also house a number of kiosks for new
commercial retail and food uses to create vibrancy and help
increase footfall into this part of the Town Centre.
Architects have been appointed by the Council to design the
scheme, and will be engaging closely with local businesses,
residents and shoppers during the design process to ensure
the scheme reflects local needs.
The GLA funding will also establish a Test Trade Pop Up
Restaurant at the Origin Housing site on Lyon Road which is
currently under development at the former Cumberland Hotel
site. Situated adjacent to the new Square, the restaurant will
create opportunities for small businesses to test trade their
food concept in a low risk, low cost environment.

Below are CGI illustrative images that show principles for the scheme and how it could look.
These are not the final designs which are in the process of being drafted and updated and will be subject to consultation with the local community and approval from the Council.

Harrow-on-the-Hill
Station Development
Improved access for 14m users
of the Harrow-on-the-Hill
Underground station each year
Transport for London have moved forward with their plans
for Harrow-on-the-Hill Underground Station to become a step
free environment. Phase 1 of the work on the College Road
entrance of the station will commence during the latter part
of 2018. The development is taking place following much
discussion and encouragement from the Business
Improvement District and Harrow Council. During 2019 the
main support structures and work to the canopy will be
carried out towards a project completion date of March 2020
when the new lifts will be available for public use.
Phase 2 of the scheme which currently remains in planning
will upgrade the bus station and surrounding area. Harrow
BID will continue to push for the improvements and help
communicate the works as it takes place to the business
community, ensuring disruption is minimised.

The new Square is scheduled for construction in Autumn 2019.
The project supports Harrow Council’s ambition to Build a
Better Harrow and to become a go-to destination for food
and drink. It seeks to compliment Harrow BID and offer
visitors a one-stop experience for their retail and culinary
needs in the Town Centre.
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Above are CGI illustrative images that show principles for the scheme and how it could look.
These are not the final designs which are in the process of being drafted and updated and will be subject to consultation with the local community and approval from the Council.
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Marketing & Promotion
The Harrow BID will develop the reputation and positioning
of Harrow and promote a cohesive identity for the commercial
centre through intelligent and adventurous marketing. We will
collaborate with partners in a collective marketing strategy
raising the profile of Harrow for those visiting, working and
living in the area. In particular the BID will seek to draw the
different streets in Harrow Town Centre together to deliver a
greater co-ordination of offer to shoppers and visitors.

THE BID HAVE WORKED
HARD TO BUILD ON THE
RELATIONSHIPS THEY HAVE WITH
THE COUNCIL, POLICE,
SCHOOLS, SAFEGUARDING
AGENCIES. THESE RELATIONSHIPS
ARE KEY TO MAKING THE TOWN
CENTRE CLEAN, SAFE AND A
FRIENDLY PLACE TO COME. WE
FEEL NOW THAT WE ARE BEING
LISTENED TO.

Brand Identity – Vital to the on-going success of the town
centre as a shopping destination is its identity. Destinations, like
products, thrive on brand loyalty and the town centre should
not be viewed in any other way. A clear shopping identity will
be maintained for the area and activity will be brand led to
ensure a clear and consistent message is maintained.
Improving Awareness – The offer will be effectively
communicated to establish a higher degree of awareness of the
town within the South East. The Harrow BID will work with
partners to ensure the town is incorporated into promotional
campaigns aimed at increasing visitation from outside the
traditional catchment. The Harrow BID will develop an online
and social media strategy for communicating information
which will be regularly updated with content.
Increasing Footfall – Through branding and promotional
activity the Harrow BID will reinforce the positives and offset
any negative perceptions of shopping and business in Harrow.
The Harrow BID will seek to increase the dwell time of regular
shoppers and stimulate visitation from neighbouring areas
using markets, events and promotions, PR, media partnerships,
e-communications and loyalty programmes.

Late Night shopping – Harrow BID will work in partnership
with retailers, restuarants, bars and the cinema to stimulate
agreed extensions to the trading day, both enhancing dwell
time and potential spend. This will be achieved through joint
promotions between the retail and leisure sectors.
Driving the Retail Calendar – The Harrow BID will develop a
promotional programme which is correlated with the retail
calendar and maximises commercial opportunities. It will
seek commercial and media partnerships to provide added
value. The Harrow BID will create an annual events schedule
that supports the successful activities already taking place in
Harrow and creates new ones encouraging footfall, not just in
traditionally busy times, but during quiet periods. The events
programme will be supported by the marketing plan to
maximise their potential to increase visitor numbers and
sales for business.
Christmas Lighting – A five-year business plan with a
guaranteed income stream will provide the opportunity to
facilitate an enhanced Christmas lighting scheme for the
town centre. The ability to finance over a longer period will
provide for a greater quality of design ensuring that Harrow
can continue to deliver a ‘destination’ attraction at the most
important time of the year for retail business.

Harnessing the Working Community – The Harrow BID will
provide incentives to ensure the local working community
choose to use the area both during and after the working day;
stimulating the evening economy being an important
ingredient. This will be achieved through better communication
of the overall offer to the working community, reviewing trading
hours and the leisure and retail mix, a loyalty scheme and
general business to business activity. An increase in residential
dwellings of 40% is anticipated within Greenhill (Town Centre)
ward by the end of March 2023.
Getting Around – It is important, once people have chosen to
visit Harrow, that when they arrive they can easily navigate
the town. The Harrow BID will work with local agencies to
improve the physical signage in the town and introduce
web-based and physical maps with points of interest and
business locations. This will ensure that every visitor can find
their way around and feel that their experience when visiting
Harrow was easy and stress free.
The Harrow BID will work with the local authority to maximise
the car parking space available by considering deals and
incentives to encourage people to shop for longer and later,
and providing the ‘feel good factor’ so that customers return
on a regular basis to increase Harrow’s regular footfall and
trade. In partnership with the Council and car park owners,
we are pressing for improvements in the provision of town
centre car parking.

Darren Harman
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Manager | St George’s Shopping Centre
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Business Insight
Harrow is home to a range of national and independent shops,
leisure and commercial operators. As a collective, the Harrow
BID will bring them together through business focused events
to provide access to insights and commercial opportunities.

Navigating around the statutory authorities can be a challenge.
The Harrow BID will provide a conduit with the local Councils
and Police to assist business in matters relating to planning,
licensing, crime, waste services, cleansing and highways.

Research – market intelligence to assist decision making

Events – business to business networking

Reliable and relevant information is key to understanding
trends and essential to business planning. The Harrow BID
will provide intelligence through shared business
performance monitoring and commission and collect
research data to provide business market insight.

The Harrow BID will provide an opportunity for its members
to engage in business to business activity through issue led
briefings, networking events, member centric promotions,
direct introductions and a business to business discount
scheme.

Business trends
Occupancy mix

A dedicated monthly member news publication will provide
updates on current projects, key issues impacting the area
and promotional opportunities for members.

Footfall
Sales data
Hotel occupancy
Office availability
Business rates

The Harrow BID will host a series of business events
throughout the year that provide a platform for members to
engage with industry specialists and fellow members from
the business community.

HBAC HAS HELPED US START
TO WORK MORE JOINED UP AS A
TOWN. WORKING WITH THE BID,
STAFF ARE MORE CONFIDENT TO
USE THE RADIOS AND ALERT
OTHER SHOPS IF WE SPOT
SUSPICIOUS BEHAVIOUR. THE BID
MAKE US AWARE OF ANY
INFORMATION WE NEED TO
KNOW IN RELATION TO CRIME
AND ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR.
Rajinder Nagal
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Manager | Next
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THE BID HAS BROUGHT A
PERSONAL TOUCH TO THE

Town Management

TOWN CENTRE. WE NOW FEEL
THAT WE ARE WORKING AS A
TOWN AND THAT WE KNOW
WHAT IS GOING ON ALL THE
TIME. THE BID ARE OUR FIRST
POINT OF CONTACT FOR ANY
ISSUES WE HAVE.
COMMUNICATION HAS BEEN KEY
AND THE BID ARE ALWAYS
AROUND WITH A FRIENDLY
SMILE. THE TOWN FEELS MORE
POSITIVE. KEEP DOING WHAT
YOU ARE DOING.
Kurt Jansen
McDonald’s Franchisee
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An Ambassador service will be employed as a public face of
the Harrow BID. Their core services will encompass customer
service, the provision of information, monitoring the street
environment, and providing an additional presence with
particular respect to visitor wellbeing.

Litter, street cleansing issues and general refuse

A dedicated member of staff will have responsibility for
ensuring a welcome for customers and acting as an
information point and ambassador for the town. The
ambassador will be equipped to answer questions and
queries about the area in order to promote businesses as
well as ensuring that environmental standards are
maintained. They will act in a supporting role to all Harrow
BID businesses and be a familiar face – a friendly and
welcoming presence in the town centre to make customers
remember their visit to Harrow.

Damage to street furniture

In partnership with the statutory authorities our Operations
Manager will provide services to help maintain and meet the
demand for a well-presented, safe and clean area. A
significant portion of illegal and unacceptable activities that
take place on the streets are regulated but often
enforcement levels fail to curb matters in a timely manner.
The Harrow BID will work with the Council and the Police to
help facilitate additional tasking when required.

Street lighting
Damage to paving and highways
Graffiti and fly posting

Illegal street trading
Busking and noise pollution
Criminal activity
Anti-social behavior
Protection and enhancement of markets
Harrow Business Against Crime Partnership – Reducing
business crime in a safer environment will be a priority. A key
focus in partnership with the Police and local authority will
be the prevention and detection of crime and a reduction in
business losses. The crime partnership will be developed,
building on the work already undertaken by the BID. Radio
Link will enable members to share fast time information with
each other. The Harrow BID will provide free crime prevention
advice and equipment and could also provide a security
presence in the town to act as a deterrent.
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Sustainability
An onward objective will be to promote the Harrow BID area’s
approach to sustainability and environmental awareness;
striving for a healthier and more cost effective operating
environment while enhancing both individual businesses and
the area’s environmental credentials. Please see below for
examples of this.

Reducing Costs
Increasing occupancy costs continue to challenge business.
Through specialist procurement and economies of scale, the
Harrow BID will provide added value and tangible economic
benefit to help meet members economic, corporate social
responsibility and environmental ambitions.
By joining the procurement power of the business
community, the Harrow BID will seek to:
Reduce member costs
Improve service levels
Lessen environmental impact
Enhance management information
The Harrow BID will compare suppliers in order to achieve
economies of scale on services such as energy, trade waste
management, insurance, recycling, advertising and handy-man
services to drive down the cost of these for each business.

Skilling and jobs
Working with business, employment agencies, schools and
colleges the Harrow BID will support local people into jobs
and help facilitate skills to match the requirements of
business in Harrow.
Students will have the opportunity to explore potential career
paths during employment events hosted by the Harrow BID.
It will also assist members with fulfilling their work placement
opportunities.
The Harrow BID will enable a diverse training programme
that supports members with the provision of increased skill
sets through accredited courses.
As an incubator to support existing and develop new businesses,
the Harrow BID will help provide an opportunity for business
and young entrepreneurs to develop their business ideas in a
lower cost environment. The Harrow BID will seek to provide a
shared business resource to enable local small businesses to
hold business meetings, rent a desk or share receptionists.

THE BID HAS ENSURED THAT
BUSINESSES, THE COUNCIL AND
THE SHOPPING CENTRES ARE
WORKING TOGETHER TO MAKE
HARROW A FAMILY FRIENDLY
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE. IN
THESE TIMES OF CHANGE
HARROW HAS REMAINED A
STEADY AND CONSTANT TOWN
CENTRE – A PLACE WHERE
PEOPLE WANT TO COME.
Patrick Taylor
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Store Manager | Debenhams
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Sustainability
A Greener Harrow
Green Infrastructure is becoming more instrumental as a
means of improving the local streetscape. In order to
enhance the quantity of green space in the area the Harrow
BID will develop, stimulate and encourage planters and
hanging baskets, living walls and green space generally.
The Harrow BID will pull together the environmental
commitment of buildings and businesses in the district and
communicate and promote the area’s overall environmental
credentials.
The Harrow BID will support and enhance the floral displays
that already exist in the town centre to help make sure that
Harrow looks smart, vibrant, and that seasonally there is
always a reason to visit.

Supporting the multi-sector
Community
Destination of Choice – One of the key ambitions of the
Harrow BID is to establish and maintain Harrow as a
destination of choice, a BID area providing excellent
amenities and services for businesses occupying space and
those choosing to work in the area.
Accessibility – The Harrow BID will work with the statutory
authorities to provide good accessibility for customers and
clients visiting the area and those working in Harrow; a
sustainable approach will be adopted and walking, cycling
and public transport encouraged where possible. Improved
signage will be high on the agenda to help people to and
around the area. Communication channels will be developed
to advise of all transport related issues.
Reducing Operating Costs – Through joint procurement
schemes the power of the business collective will be utilised
to reduce operating costs and take advantage of economies
of scale. Return on investment can be achieved in a very
direct sense through the power of joint purchasing.
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Workshops and Training – the Harrow BID will support
workshops across the year for Harrow BID businesses that
require support and training in areas such as First Aid, Fire
Safety, Health & Safety and Risk Assessments as well as
business focused content such as Website Development,
Social Media Presence, Finance and Accounting, Marketing
and Promotion, new legislation (eg. Data Protection) and
Customer Service. This will be supported by peer-to-peer
networking events.

Safe and Secure – A safe and secure working environment is
a fundamental requirement and as such the Harrow BID will
connect effectively with the public authorities and business
community to help reduce levels of business crime.
Business to Business Marketing – As a collective the Harrow
BID will provide enchanced opportunities for its members to
engage in business to business activity. This may be through
business briefings, networking events, promotion, direct
introductions and a business to business discount scheme.
Staff Loyalty Card – The Harrow BID will develop a loyalty
scheme to provide additional discounts and offers from local
businesses for those working and living in Harrow.
Well Connected – Informative business communications
provide a vital two-way artery of factual, timely intelligence.
The Harrow BID will develop communication channels to
ensure businesses and their staff are kept up to date of all
relevant information as it may affect the area and individual
businesses.
Knowing your neighbours is key for sharing ideas and
concerns and connecting the business community in Harrow.
This kind of networking will play a big part in the success of
the Harrow BID through feedback and analysis of activity in
the town centre once projects begin to be implemented. The
Harrow BID will support regular networking meetings to allow
the Harrow BID team, business owners and managers to
meet, chat and connect.
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Finance
The Harrow BID ballot process is governed by Government
legislation and regulations. As such, once a majority vote has
been achieved, the Harrow BID levy becomes mandatory on
all defined ratepayers. Harrow BID Company is the proposer
for the Business Improvement District in Harrow which will
establish its own legal entity to run the activities of the
Harrow BID assuming a successful ballot.

IF WE DIDN’T HAVE THE BID
The rules for the Harrow BID levy
are as follows:
1.

The BID term will be a period of five
years from 1 April 2019 – 31 March 2024;

2.

The BID Levy will be applied to rated
properties in the BID District with a
rateable value of £30,000 or more;

3.

4.

Following receipt of local feedback the Harrow BID rules will
provide the basis for calculating the BID levy, which will form
the substantive proportion of the Harrow BID’s budget.
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The levy will be a fixed rate of 1.5%
rateable value as at 1 April 2019 using
the 2017 list for all eligible rate payers.
Properties that come into the rating list
during the BID term will be subject to the
BID levy from the effective date that the
property is brought into the rating list and
the rateable value effective at that time;

5.

Charitable organisations in receipt
of mandatory charitable relief from
business rates will receive
80% allowance;

6.

Empty properties will be liable for
the BID levy via the ratepayer with
no void period;

7.

The levy will assume an annual growth
rate for inflation of 3% to be applied
1 April each year;

8.

There will be no VAT charged on the
BID levy;

9.

The BID levy will not be increased other
than as specified in the levy rules;

10.

The BID levy rules and BID area cannot
be altered without an alteration ballot.

Detailed BID arrangements can be found at:
www.ha1bid.co.uk/home/bid-renewal

PUTTING ON EVENTS, MAKING
THE TOWN A CLEANER AND
SAFER PLACE TO BE, HARROW
WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO
COMPETE WITH THE
SURROUNDING AREAS. HARROW
HAS SO MUCH TO OFFER AND
THE BID IS HELPING BRING OUT
ITS FULL POTENTIAL.
Jay Patel
Owner | The Chocolate Room
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Income & Expenditure 2019/20
Income

£

%

BID levy

320,000

78.05

3,000

0.73

87,000

21.22

410,000

100

Voluntary Income*
Council funding
TOTAL
Expenditure
Collective Voice

6,000

1.54

85,000

21.79

Business Insights

13,000

3.33

Deep Cleansing

87,000

22.31

Town Management

80,000

20.51

Sustainability

20,000

5.13

Administrative Expenses

25,000

6.41

Levy Admin Charge

20,000

5.13

Management

54,000

13.85

390,000

100

Marketing & Promotion

TOTAL
Contingency
Surplus/(deficit)

5-year cash flow
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

320,000

330,000

340,000

350,000

360,000

3,000

3,000

3,500

3,500

3,500

Council Funding (£)

87,000

87,000

87,000

87,000

87,000

Project Funding (£)

–

10,000

10,000

10,000

15,000

410,000

430,000

440,500

450,500

465,500

BID Levy Charge (£)
Commercial Income (£)

TOTAL (£)

What is the Investment for Harrow local businesses
Annual Investment (average) (£)
Weekly Cost per Business (£)
Number of Businesses

581

916

1,214

2,834

11

18

23

54

79

33

43

74

20,000
-

Management and Overhead
The BID will seek to maintain management and overhead beneath the industry benchmark of 20% and aim to leverage
voluntary income to enable 100% of member contributions to be allocated to work programmes which directly benefit
business and the local area in general.
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*The cost of year 4/5 BID renewal ballot is factored into the overall budget.
Commercial Income and Project Funding are projections and do not represent guaranteed income.
Council funding represents income in kind for services delivered.
Detail of expenditure is outlined within the Action Plan, pages 10–23.
Note figures are correct at the time of printing.

Council funding represents income in kind for services delivered.
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BID District

Harrow BID Area
A409 SHEEPCOTE ROAD

All of the following streets are included in full or in part:

St Ann’s Road

GREENHILL WAY

College Road
Station Road

HEADSTONE ROAD

Greenhill Way
Gayton Road

ST JOHNS ROAD

KYMBERLEY ROAD

St Johns Road
Headstone Road

STATION ROAD

Havelock Place
LYON ROAD

William Carey Way
Kymberley Road
St Anns Shopping Centre
St George’s Shopping Centre
COLLEGE ROAD

Clarendon Road

The BID District
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If successful at ballot, the BID for Harrow would run for five
years from 2019 to 2024 and would cover the area shown in
the map (right).

LOWLANDS ROAD

GAYTON ROAD

HARROW BID AREA

Governance
Formal partnerships and more specifically Business
Improvement Districts can provide effective organisational
models, which bring together the business community, both
occupiers and owners, and the public authorities, to work
together for the benefit of defined locations.
The Harrow BID company membership will have
two categories:

Organisation Structure

The Harrow BID Board will meet quarterly and drive the
longer-term ambitions of the company, as well as performing the
corporate governance role, setting the strategy, overseeing the
budget and monitoring performance. The Board will consist of a
maximum of 12 Non-Executive Directors including the Chairman.
Directors will be appointed by the Board subject to ratification
by Harrow BID members at annual meetings of the company.

A Board of Directors will lead and guide the work of the
Harrow BID which is chosen from the businesses which form
the constituency of the organisation. The Board will seek a
wide range of skills, experience and a balanced opinion.

Board Structure
Harrow BID levy payers – commercial occupiers liable
to pay the Harrow BID levy will be admitted to membership
in accordance with the Harrow BID Company’s Articles
of Association.

MARKETING & EVENT
Sub-Group

Voluntary members – companies and organisations that are
not Harrow BID levy payers will be admitted to membership
of the Harrow BID subject to the approval of their application
by the Harrow BID Company Board.
Their application will be supported by either a financial
contribution of a fixed annual sum (cash or in-kind) or their
strategic importance to the delivery of the Harrow BID’s
business objectives. Key groups may include smaller
businesses that choose to join the Harrow BID on a voluntary
basis, property owners, the Council and the Police.

Leisure – at least 2 members
Office – at least 1 member
The Chair of the Finance & Governance Group
The Chair of the Marketing Group
The Chair of the Operations Group

OPERATIONS
Sub-Group

Current BID Board
Paul Ellis – Chairman

Skipton Building Society

Patrick Taylor – Vice Chair

Debenhams

Darren Harman

St George’s Shopping Centre

Daniel Southgate

Brian Cox Estate Agents

Jay Patel

The Chocolate Room

Kurt Jansen

McDonald’s

Nick Lord

Marks and Spencer

Maggie Staniek-Fernando

Nandos
(St George’s Shopping Centre)

HBAC

Harlen Holding

Wilko

Steve Rind Tutt

Vue Cinema

Sub-Group

Rajinder Nagla

Next

David Robinson

St Anns Shopping Centre

BOARD
FINANCE & GOVERNANCE
Sub-Group
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Retailers – at least 4 members

Observers can be appointed by the Board subject to ratification
by Harrow BID members at annual meetings of the company.
Key groups often include the local Councils and Police.
The Harrow BID seeks to embrace the business and wider
community with a programme of work which meets its stated
aims and objectives. To help guide the Harrow BID in this pursuit
Board sub-groups will be set up to encourage participation and
help to add value to the decision making of the Harrow BID:
Finance & Governance Group, who meet quarterly
The Marketing & Promotions Group, who meet quarterly
The Operations Groups, who meet quarterly
Harrow BID Manager
The delivery of the Harrow BID’s business plan will be led by
the Harrow BID Manager and their team, accountable to the
Chairman of the Board. The role will work with Board and
Board sub-group members, partners and specialist service
providers to ensure the effective implementation of the
agreed annual action plan.

Voluntary members
Businesses of all sizes are important to the Harrow BID. The
Harrow BID will maintain a voluntary membership scheme for
businesses falling beneath the Harrow BID levy threshold or
outside of the Harrow BID area. This will provide smaller
businesses the opportunity to engage with, and benefit from,
the Harrow BID, while not being compelled to contribute a
mandatory levy. By enabling businesses with a rateable value
of less than £30,000 to provide a voluntary levy, we will be
able to enhance the level of the annual budget.
Property Owners
Property owners in the area will be encouraged to join the
Harrow BID on a voluntary basis and help inform the more
longer-term objectives of the organisation. As set out in the
member criteria, membership will be on the basis of a financial
contribution towards the overall management of the Harrow BID
or towards specific projects the Harrow BID seeks to advance.
To view the Operating Agreement and Baseline Agreement
go to www.ha1bid.co.uk/about-us

Harrow Council
A key relationship will exist between the Harrow BID and the
local Council. Harrow Council is the main determining
authority in respect of the streets and properties in the area
of the Harrow BID company. Two important legal agreements
will exist between the Harrow BID and the Council:
An Operating Agreement which outlines how the Harrow
BID levy monies are collected, administered and passed
over to the Harrow BID.
A Baseline Agreement which specifies the level of
service provision in the area, ensuring that any services
the Harrow BID provides are additional.
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Measurement and
Best Practice
The Harrow BID will provide evidence of quality management
and return on investment through service delivery. Focus will
be placed upon transparency, accountability, financial
management and member engagement.
Governance – Evaluating the selection process and
effectiveness of the board, directors and members of the
Harrow BID.
Management and Operations – Evaluating the staffing
structure, contracts, insurance policies and data protection.
Financials – Evaluating the Harrow BID financial systems,
ensuring professional and transparent procedures.
Performance Management – Evaluating the methods used by
the Harrow BID to review performance and ensuring the
views of levy payers are communicated effectively.
Communication and Reporting – Evaluating the Harrow BID’s
communications activities, focusing on how processes and
activities are reported to levy payers and how return on
investment is assessed.
Businesses will be kept up to date on all the projects that the
Harrow BID will implement demonstrating that it is delivering
against its objectives.

The board will set the key performance indicators and criteria
upon which to measure the Harrow BID’s performance.
Examples of the criteria the Harrow BID will use include:

Performance measurement will be carried out at regular
intervals and the results will be reported back to members
through the following channels:

Footfall figures

Annual meetings

Car parking usage

Board and Board sub-groups

Consumer feedback

Direct communications

Visitor numbers
Public transport usage

(e-bulletins, letters and face-to-face meetings)

Website

Spend
Rental levels
New business activity
Media coverage

HARROW IS A THRIVING AND

Event footfall

GOOD TOWN CENTRE. THE BID

Annual surveys

HAS HELPED PUT HARROW BACK

Website/social media interactions
Business mix
Business feedback

ON THE MAP. HARROW WOULD
NOT BE WHERE IT IS TODAY
WITHOUT THE HELP OF THE BID
UNLOCKING ITS POTENTIAL.
Daniel Southgate
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Director | Brian Cox Estate Agents
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Using your
Vote
Governed by Government legislation and regulations
Business Improvement Districts are statutorily established
once voted for by the majority of businesses in an area, and
have a maximum term of five years before returning to their
electorate for renewal. Once a majority vote has been
achieved, the Harrow BID levy becomes mandatory on all
defined ratepayers.
The ballot needs to satisfy two tests – a majority in number
of those voting and a majority in proportion of rateable
value of those voting. The Harrow BID levy can only come
into effect if these two tests are met. The Harrow BID levy is
then applicable to all eligible businesses.
To ensure neutrality, the Harrow BID ballot is administered
by the Harrow Council Returning Officer and their electoral
services staff. It will be arranged in line with the rules
set out in the Harrow BID regulations (2004) as approved
by Parliament.
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From November 2018, you will be given the opportunity to
vote on this business proposal and establish the Harrow BID
mandate to work on your behalf.

Voting procedures
Your ballot paper will be distributed on:
*

All eligible businesses will be entitled to one vote per
hereditament. Some businesses occupying more than one
hereditament within the area will therefore be entitled to
more than one vote.
A full list of businesses eligible to vote is available at:

www.ha1bid.co.uk/home/bid-renewal

13 November 2018

To discuss this document in more detail please call:

You will need to cast and return
your postal vote by:

to speak to Louise Baxter.

5pm on 13 December 2018*
The results of the vote will be announced on:
*

14 December 2018

020 8863 9933
Full ballot arrangements are available at:

www.ha1bid.co.uk/home/bid-renewal
* Dates to be confirmed
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